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Preface . 111

.
Wining «I IbrindbOOk. StILI)..15 !INN obSIMISI> a task-for espeits. but too

often they fail to LoninumiLate their intentions to lesser modals.

leaving us unable to read with compleherision

role liaslieen that of the non-espei I' among experts to cominetit

on jargon. to ,.vatLh flights of fancy. and to attempt to help in
presenting %Late ideas to potential tutors \kiill; wide range back-

ground aiid esperienLe Toni \laasarlaneiss praLusing teacher in the.

field. has made this task eassy.:

Nr"

;kn.% handbook 1111.1st befeLogin/ed fui v.hat it is merely an intioduction
and J grief cut& to a:tion in a field shore the ..omplexit)of the issues
are only lint being reLoenwed It.thgrefore needs to he used along6de
partkipation in training xourses. meetiqs with fellov.-tutors. and one's

u ii oiganiting tom. before appl jtig the idoas that .ii presented here

nt any parts ulai situatit n. Woiking with non-hteiate adults raises.
spec OK problems'psLithar to eaLli indi\idual teaLhing sitiution. and the
finest of handbooks Lould.not begin to do miler than warn you of this

dittiLult Feedback needs to he constant and in preparing a i hut's
handbook the onus for gi% mg this shirts to the ie.ider Do please help

is by sending your cumli:Ns

O

R. J. Witty.
lkad Adult Studies.

Vewtonle-WdbiwiCollege (ij h:LI
),

o
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Foreword

More than fifty per cenrof the world's adult population cannot-read or'
write-arall. It is in the context this world sitation tha.twe mus

problemthe 'oblem Britain. There is a need foe more action bu
certainly no excuse for panic. There are not any really acceptable
statistics that determine what the illiteracy figures are in Btitant, but
iliere is little doubt that there are 'Lily thousands. Farther then?. are
many others whose reading attainment is so low it is painful for them to
read and they eantuit really employ the skill at any useltit level in their
daily

I suppose there ate three bask reasons for trying to`make ail adults -
literatet-

(a) so that they feel socially accepted.
(b) so that they may, read for pleasure.
(c) , so that they may-ust reading in their work or to further their

understanding.

Certainly there is no merit in teaching adults to read simply to prodtke
iAprvved !lamina' matistrcs or to impart a skill Muth an individual might
never find enjoyable Sr useful The above tomment must he held firmly.
before our minds or may produce people whom Keith Gardner
once referred to as.'inore stanstkally lespectable non-readeis' people
with a skill whielj they do not use or may not k.injw how to use.

It is beconnne. increasingly evident (tuna work among our thddren that
skrIls taught in [holmium. ate mastered more slowly, often develop pool-
attuudes and their usefulness is frequently unappret tated. A skill needs
;o he plated tai its real lite .etting. Though in the early stages of leading
there thinly he periods of met hankal work aimed at increasing
the ability to recognisg words` there' must also be times when the
pupil discovers the joy and usefulness hi reading via the tonteut of the
tasks he undertakes This is not easj but if silt:Less...is to he real then the
Merriment of these elements is essennaf.

I 4P

For many reasons. some a sad reflation on edut animal resources.
others quite valid. it would seem that many tutors of adult illiterates
will tontmue to he people who have not had twining in the teaching. of
reading it is to these tutors that this handbook is addressed It forms an
introdut non to prat tical aspets of an area with an immense literature
of ih own It is based upon a good del of expel-it:me with thild.ien and
adults and coin's an estellent and dear esposn ion of the maim Jives of
attack which t an he employed among adults. It is hoped that tutoi,,
will lead more widely and also dev'elop the ideas presented. but a

thoughtturr.onsidelation of this little booklet will do mush on its own
to stimUlate good teaching of the adult illiterate among hums who are
no doubt busy people abeady.

3
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Introducing Reading Withonylooks Method 14
.

.

Discuss d fedhoti for sitinglung something- a letter, message. or some
interest that your pupil has.

Discuss what your pupil is oing to say. Try not to alter what he
says too much. it he does nil .s, -)e4 the way you do, lean towards
accepting IT ,epee .-11. . -

Write down what he sly s n Nod clear print, using capitals only
v.licre we normally do so, nd accentuate the space .between the
words. 1 his higps to get over.the idea of words as separate entitles. '

, 4 Read the sentence ba,k to 1211»' pointing to the words. Try and
keep y ow finger mow rug slowly with each 1.:#4able if you can. This
is helping to get oven to your pupil the idea of left- right.
chr.ect ionality 1

5. Get linn to read it back to you. severShannes if need be. and try
annwild y our pupil up to reading flsentence in a natural way.
One of the dangers at this' stage as a 1,vor4-by-word parrot approach
which becomes unhdpful Iron\ the point of view of getting ,any
meaning out of reading. ..

U. Now write your pupiks sentnces ,nit again in such a way that.you
can Lit them into sentence strips for him to match wit1i the first

A
set you wrote. ?
Make him match up the sentences by putting a! 'Same sentences,
on top of each other. i heck -his reading.

S. You could stop the lesson here if woo felt it necessary and gel,
your pupil to practise sentence 'matching as -homework":.

,.... .
. - .

'.9, The 'next step, is to cut the sentences nito.words. Get two
'envelopes , one with yout name on and one Ivith your pupil's
mune on. ,

. .

fret him to put each word' on top of dig original we rd in
the original sentence. ('heck his reading. .

Take the words off the sentences and: using uric Jentence at a
time, give him a word'at random and ask him to find out what It
says. Lncourage him to lead the sentence enhe aloud or to him-
self to find out what the word says.

, .
10. , Step time codd usefully he practised as.",imme-work."

Now remove the lentence sheet :and gel the two envelopes with
the names on. Tell y our pupils you are going to see how many
words he can win from you. Test Ina on the words in isolation
,ind at random, put wig all the words he can read into his envelope,

, and all those he cannot into yours. You may have to go hack and
rework step 9 to help over words he cannot master.

.. 4 If a sympathetic relative can play this game with him for home-
work so much thc.hett6r, if not; your pupil will have to do his best

. ,
cto practise on his own.

4
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I I. Repeat steps I - 10 with a new set of sentences. 4. '
Two or three sentences should he more than enough at any one.
go. .. > ,

. . t Is
12. You can begin phonli, work using the words he has already given

you but stkk to Initial leiter sounds at this stage. This is more
fully RIned in section G.7.
Choose a word from his sentences and try this:

"Can you think of some words that begin with (letter sound)
like (actual word) in your sentence?"
This may be too difficult. so try.this:

"Ask your pupil a question, such as: "Where do we get water
This, we hope. will elicit the reply "A tap" and help you

btuld a word list around "t".

B. Sum:nary of Lesson Model

The sentences used for illustration were provided by a 32 year old
man who has spent his adult life in a training centre.
a) Sentences from pupil (2/3) 'I saw a diesel shunting.

It was shunting at Shell Mex
terminal.
It was taking oil t6 Shell Mex.'

b) Pupil twads sentences back.
c) Write out two exactly similar copies
d) Cut one copy into sentence strips.
e) Pupil matches sentence to sentence. Reads.
1) Cut sentence strips into words.
g) Pupil matches worts to won't one sentence at a time.
h) Check reading.
j) Pupil learns words randomly in isolation.

i) with sentence sheet as support.
ii) without sentence sheet support.

k) Repeat whole progiamme with a new set of sentences.
I) Begin initial letter phonic work:

i) ask for words beginning with specific letter sound.
prepare questions which will elicit words with specific
letter sound.

iii) Stott Touch Cards.

Summary: In following this double lesson plan you will,be
,building your pupil's sight vocabulary, but, from the beginning
you will also be gtvtng tun the 'basis of phonic knowledge.

8 5



C. Introducing Reading Without Books Me hod 2
Making Your Own Materialiqiith Your Pu it

a ,

There is some-overlap in the methoIl -of working outlined in A.1.-

I. What is the'sublect matter going to be'' Discuss your pupil's needs .

' And interests, and, decide on i! topic that ciluld be built up over
a period of we' . .

2. Do neethillustrations'? Do you need source books?

Can your pupil help you get these? Can he write away, for informiP\
Lion with your help? ThesII11.T's "Treasure ChestforTeachers"
is helpful in supplying'addresses, associations etc.

Making a start. ttere ya should foliT the procedure outlined in
Method I. A.I. to 12.

C5n you type the work. and mount illustrations? This will give a
nuich more professional appearance which is of obvious benefit to
your pupil.

5 As you build up the material. revise the previous week's work.

,(v. Don't lose sight of.

a) the continued importance of your pupil's interest and
involvement.

his need to develop, as a fluent reader, reading in as
natural a manner as possible.
words he has given you that
phonic work,
words he has given you that prifsent special difficulties
such as awkward and gxceptionail spelling patterns that
imply have to be learned on their own. The classic cases
are words like trough, though, through and thorough
Draw your pupil's attention to these and try, and get him
to use the words in a fresh sentence. AlternativelY you
could make up sentences demanding their use, and leave a
blank where the key word has to be filled in.

3.

4:

b)

c)

d)

can be used to help his

7.. Extension Possibilitieg

What has been suggested so far can be limited byfpossible.
lack of depth knowledge. The following 'suggestions might help
tale it further.

a) Relevant passages frdiu books Or pamphlets could be read
to, or with your pupil, or recorded op 'tape. (see section
F.1.)

b) The finished materials could become part of a stock of
suitable reading for use with other pupils. A pupil
"exchange of information" scheme °pep -up the further
possibility of pupils helping each other and working to-
gether.

6 9.



8. ConcludingNote°
.4

Don t regard-this work as all-embracinalnfortunately adult non-
readers (like a number of children) expect to see books around
and to be getting started on reading them. They may feel, as
children sometimes do, thast materials you and they have prepared
together are a poor substitute for books, however poorly,written
or irrelevant to adult interests those books May be.

It is wofthv hile. bearing In. mind that it is often the teacher who
gets most upset at seeing adults reading childrens' primers.
Remember that some of thefn come because their children are
comItig home asking what the words in those books say: and that
eents, one good reason why they might want to be able to read

them as well'.

SO there is motivation in.both angles: malcing your own materials
harnesses your pupil's interests and involves him in communiea-
tion, giving him a reading book may well give him the feeling he
really has begun to read.

1'

D. Writing

I. The importance of good handwriting cannot be overstressed for
these reasons:

N*7.

a) Practice of letter shapes helps discirimination.

-b) Prictice of words helps spelling: and word discrimination.

Tile following patterns are INsed on the Marton Richardson
system' for which a set of bqoks can be obtained.

10 '
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Pattern Capitals Small Letters
ftv\wA/ M .

VW vw

311;7_111E TFE
HLI

1 i

,,, . UGC
OQ

ug qo
act .

ri-ry-ry,
...

P
DR

pbdr.n
mhe-

.. \\\Y ill,,

X Y
'ZNK :

xyz
k

GMs. S J sif
.

,Writing Patterns Small Letters
..

14, i, i, -6 -

tYYVYYYYYV1 n, tn it k it
tPt-ti-v-v-vv. tr rte (r
Vtltt eee cc,c a et. ,c.,

act,c4.444Az a. cl,.3 t
Asfingsmi_ $4 f i z 3 3

2. ...These instructions for letter formation and letter patterns are well
worth following. They build up.correct writing habits and help

* towards good control of pen or pencil. If your pupil, already
writes reasonably well you are safe to ignore them, but if not it
is strongly recommended that they be followed and practised from
the beginning. ... ,

.

If, on the other hand, your pupil writes but writes very poorly,
it may be be to explain to him that he should really start again
with an alternative system. In one case, a young adult was given a
script pen in order to force him to slow down and adopt a new
style.

8
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3. When yoti have finished sonic of the work-.on sentences, words....
and 'initial lettL3s, do some writing pattern practice. Start with .

small letter writing patterns, and go on to common combinations
of letters, such as consonant-vowel, and vowelconsonant.

4. Work in the writing,of the sentences you KaVe been given as soon
as possible. Also, get pupil to practise his name and address
as a top priority.

E. Word Attack Skills

I., What are you actually doing when y oil. read? Do ydu look at
every ILItirt" Do you look at every word? Probably you do
neither your eyes move along the line, and, if the material
contains words that are familiar to you. it is unlikely that you are
conscious of each separate word.

Every so often, however, you come across a word you do n't
know. What do yip do then? Do you skip it because you're not
very bothered the passage is making sense anyway? Do you
make a guess based on the context? ffio you try and hear the
word in your mind? And does that help you with the meaning?
Or do you reach for a diLtionary? Consider,these alternatives very
...awfully they Lan tell you a great deal about what we shouldand
should not be doing as reading teachers.

In his article in "The Reading Curriculum" Witham A;ray lists
four main aids to wyrd perception:

a) Memory of word form/shape.
b) Clues from the context
c) Analysis of the word. ;

d) Use of the dictionary.

In this ..s-e-Liiirr) will only he disLussing items (a) and (b).
3. Memory of Word Form ( Slt

These factors may help y our pupil tt i'neinber what a word
looks like.

. ,

a) The general pattern of the word partici' ly if the
word is a short one.

I;) The length of the word.
c) The initial letter of the won d.
d) The final letter of the word.
e) Distinctive letter groups e.g. 'od in 'look' or Id' in 'little'.
From a teaching point of, viewnthis is not very helpful as ideas of
shape. length. and differences/smulanties are not really trainable
but build up through the memorisation of previous experience.
Written work will be of farther help here.

/
13
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4. Clues from Context

t'

4

a) Words can have more tlian.one meaning. and y ou need the
,context to help find that meaning. Try these: bank, gravity.
post, sign.

b) Words follow 'each other in certain orders in our language
and a pattern will tend to suggest that a particular ward has
a particular purpose in the phrase or sentence. This can
account for many so-called "errors" in reading. e.g. They
can be a good guess based on context that leads to a
synonym being given.

Try these:

The boy ... the balyhit, hatted. threw:rolled?)
Where he .. . they make diesel engines;

5. Now consider the plight of the begmning.reader. He is not familiar
with many words, so what happens when he meets a word he does
not know:

a) You can tell him.
b) He can make a guess.
c) He can have a go at sounding it out.
(a) implies lie is a complete beginner: or that he has failed with
(b) and (c) and cannot use or does not have a dictionary.
(b) implies there are sonic dues he can find based on words he
knows in the passage in other words he is using the context.

(c) implies he has certain phonic skills that enable luny to sound
and blend the letters. This is dealt with later (Section G.)

b. I now Writ to discuss E.5 (6) in greater detail.

When you reach words that are unknown 16 you. you can.
depending on the level of the materiar° combined with your
Interest in and knowledge of th subject matter, supply a good
guess based-on context.

Reading experts who are concerned to relate reathng teaching
to the pupil's knowledge of his spoken language patterns (which
we all have instinctively without any formal grammatical training)
believe that such guessing is very Important and should be
encouraged. The American linguist Frank Smith ("Psycholinguis-
tics and Reading ") has tills to say:

'reading carefully' is not efficient reading, and reading without
guessing is not reading at all . In order to read one inu4t guess,
not recklessly. but on an informed basis. Informed guessing means
making the best use of non-visual information ...".

i.e. the knowledge of language patterns and word order which we
all have is prompting us as to what to expect next. No one can
tell you, how to bear this in mind when you are teaching reading:
there is no method. It is more a way of looking at reading and
taking the view when you are listening to someone read that



al inist4kes often have logical evplananon. and b) of not doing
an) thing wlukh disLomages ) out pupil tiont mailing an "Infotirsii-d,
guess.-

flow can we tie this up with the level our WO should he reading
' Johnson and Kress in ''The Realtint Curriculum- give these

levels a, guides:

a) Independent Reading Level.
Word Recognition: 99'; correct.
cOmptehension- 9O'; correct.

This means that a readet,at" this level usually meets a "problem'
word roughly once in every hundred. and can he said to be
reading in a relayed way and understanding the ntelning of the
passage.

At this level support will not he needed.

I)) Instructional Reading Leel.
Word Recognition: 95'; correct.
Comprehension: 75 correct.

fins is ver) roughly the level a pupil should he at from the point
of view of reading matter he is using in the learning situation to
improve his reading attainment approximate!) one word in
twenty wtlt present a problem.
What support can you give your pupil"

t) You can tell him the word.
II) You could encourage Inin to attaLk itItoin context or

phonic clines.
nil If his reading is suffidently advanced you could encourage

the use of a simple dictuinary. but this is unlikely to be
helpful at the levelwhich concerns us here.

c) Frustration Level
Word Recognition: 9(r; or l Blow..
Comprehension: 51rr nrpelow.

At this level your pupil would be finding at least one wordln ten
a problem and it would be argued that the muterial tooiird
for him to be using without very considerable support. Such
support amid take the following forms:

You could read the passage to him. pointing out v ids you
know he has not previously met and disethsing them.
You could pre-record the passage on tape or cassette,
if one is availd;de. Please see section F.I

To sumniarise".-otlie intereM level of the nIterial could. be a
cruciil factor in modifying the figures set out by Johnson and

.Kress. as could the . use of the various support techniques
mentioned. This *ally improves the case for making your own
materials where tt* interest fact& can be much-greater. and the
'context and meaning aspects have come from your pupil.

12
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F. - Using Cassette or Tape Recorder

1. Thqe suggestions for the else of tape or casseite can only begin
.to explore the possibilities of the media.
a) Record the passage you want your pupil to read using

normal speed and intonation. ( 'suggest that with a beginning
reader you kii'ep the passage down to two or three sentences
in the first instance.

b I Follow (a) by asking your pupil to listen again- whilst you
record the passage much more slowly try to keep your
intonation as normal as possible.

c) Repeat (b) it' you feel the repetition may he justified.
d) Ask your pupil to read the passage with you. This. too.
c eould be repeated if you wished.
e) Either: i) ask your pupil to switch the. tape off and read

the passage to himself. or

.
ii) ask him to record the passage himself add

1) go back to the beginning of the tape and check his
achievement through.

2. Some of the phonic exercises listed in section G.7 & 8 could be
reinforced in this media.

tiror example. some pupils conthinted with khe sight oaf this word
list: ,..."
"nut cup house gun hut" will not spot that 'house' is thesodd
word out because It has the letter 'u' within it.
However. when heard, it is obviously spotted.
Similarly. initial letter phonic work and aural discrimination can
oe very greatly developed in this media:

"bat bag dog big" .-
"sit zip sun soon"

Phonics

. The analysis of words takes two basic forms:

-a) Structural: roots. pre-fixes. suffixes.
e.g. play. plays. player. playtid. playing. replay. replayed.

b) Phonetic: sounds of individual letteis.
sounds of letter clusters.

In teaching phbnics in English the iproblem -one encounters
immediately is the fact that a) there,are so many 'exceptions'.
and b) the actual numbeji of (ides that could he taught is massive.'
Most of us never learned these ruli:s in any great numb,er in order
to learn to read.

t6 '3.
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3. If properly presented phonic work can give your pupil the
opportumt to gencialize about the spelling and sound patteins
of our written language. However, there is the danger ol/over-
generalizafion. Take these words ror example:
beat, feat. heat. meat, peat, seat.(0.K. so far!)
dead:head. stead. meadow. (Stilt O.K.)
lead read. (?)
go not only has the pupil to.learn that "ea" can sound like "ee"
or "e". but in some words only the context will suggest which it
is where words are spelt the same! This obviously limits the phonic
generalizations your pupil can make.

Secondly. of course. there is the-problem of words which are"
right outside any pattern, such as the 'ough' word; mentioned
already in section KO (d. You shoi.ld draw your pupil s
attention to these and make it clear that they have to be learned
as isolated cases.

4. The teaching of phonies by explicity stated rules has great dangers_
Take. for example a rule one still hears used:
"When two vowels 2o out for a walk, the first one does the
talking."
Now this rule is meant to refer to such words as:
"boat. beat, coat. heat" etc. However, within the very Rile itself
there is an exception: "does" !

This is not the only reason for avoiding such rules- many of them
are so involved with concepts the pupil may not understand
that they can cause needless confusion
Dratving your pupils attention to ward lists with common letter.
letter cluster. or syllable forms is much to be preferred to the

slating of abstract rules.
Filially do remember: phonics are merely an aid to decoding.
they never told anyone the meaning of a word not previously
met. This again reinforqs the case for pupd centred material.."

5. The Sequence of Phonic: Teaching recommended by J. M.

Hughes: "Phonics and the Teaching of Reading".

consonant sounds: tbnrmsdcpg

br Short vowels, initially placed:-
11 aelou

Awed in the middle of a word.
'y'in baby. and 'y' in

c) Initial consonant sounds: flyvhjkzw
(Norte the absence of and "x')

d) Doubled consonants: bb. dd ft' gg II nn ss ck

e) Initial consonant diagraphs: ch sh th Wh qn

I) Initial consonant blends: st sp se sk sl sm sn sw brcr dr pr
trgrhlplclflgl.

14 17
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g) Vowel digrap hs and.thplithongs:
ai.iy (,plain: day) of oy (boil: boy)
oo (food; wood) uJ ow (cow: snow)
ou (about: route) . 'au awa11 ee ea (bean; head)
ew ue ei ie klied; piece)

h) Soft 'c' teen tie ): *g. gen tlemen ); (has).7

j) Ehral and "silent 'e':
toeless; kdttle: horse.
modifier; cake, bite, bone, tube.

k) . Modifying 'r' : car, for, firl, burn, fern.
. warm, worm (note effect of.'w')

I) Silent letters: b g in gh k I p .t w
m) Prefixes: ad ab be com de dis en ex pro re ;ilb

n) Syllables: ing ed,er ly es tion

Suffixes: ion tion ation er y al ent ful ity ly ure ous

6. "Sound Sense" Books 1-8, Tansley, E. J.: Arnold.
These are books of useful exercises for phonic work.
The Teacher's Book contains a useful set of 110 graded spelling
assighments.1

"Sounds and Words" Books 1-6, Southgate and Havefihand,
of London Press. This series contains lists of words for use in
teaching various phonic rules.

."Spellini Books 0-5, John Smith, Cassell.

7. In the early stages of phonic work the teaching of initial
'consonant sounds is the most useful activity you can undertake.
This has already been implied.in section A.I 2. This view is that of
Doliald Moyle: "The Teaching of Reading" p. 164 f, in which the
aliTlior gives a useful sequence of phonic work related to feidirig-
age levels.

/

A good way of teaching initial letter sounds is to be found in the
Stott Programmed Reading Kit's Touch Cards. These cards cone
sist of a picture on one side, with the initial letter sound printed

. below. On the 'reverse there is the initial letter sound only.
a) The pupil is shown two cards with. shall we say, pictures

of a gun and a table. You check that the pupil can name
the picture not the formality you might think! (Gun

'ight well be rifle, for example!) Then go over the words
emphasizing the initial letter sotkrids, and establishing the
'1' below table, and 'g' below gun.

b) Withdraw the cards, shuffle them out of sight, and show.
them io your pupil again with only the letter sldeshowing.
You now say to your pupil: "Where is the gun"? All being
w:!;:. he will choose the card with the 'g' showing.

8



c) If he progresses well you should run through the initial
letter sounds quite easily If you cannot persuade your
organizer to =buy at least the TOlich Cards. First Letter
Cards, and Dozens from the Stott Kit, then Thomas Hope
Ltd. publish a pack of 216 coloured pictures from which
you can make tinnlar aparatus yourself.

d) If on the other hand you have problems with this work,
and you have reason to think that your pupil is not
Jmanaging to distinguish certain letter sounds (e.g.: b -

d: s - z: m - n$etc.) then try the test ideas outlined in section
K.3, (b).

Don't rush into testing the problem could be the newness ,
of the work and The concept of isolated letter sounds.

8. Having established :a knowledge of initial lc ,ter hound L would
recommend. , start on Sound Sense Book I. Your .only problem
here is that you may need to help your pupil disentangle the
material he is working on from the instructional material..lf
necessary- write it out on separate papei and dont forget the.
cassette if you can use one. (section F.2.).

The following list of activities is taken from some of those
recommended by Tansley in his "Reading Anil Remedial Reading-
Chapter Six.

a) Sound Families.
i) Rhyming words: hat 'cat bat

bread head dead etc.
Find the odd one..out

bell shell gun well

if table fox fire fight
in) Find,the words in the (specific) sound family:

has hat hug bat
tip tap man ten

You will notice that the criterion as to what the family is can
and should. be changing, It can be the middle vowel, the initial
consonant. a compon digraph. the final letter. diphthongs.
blends. syllables, etc.)

b) Match the correct sound.
i) initial lens rd

ent

ii) final letter : boa .
he

vowtel I 8
s n u

Unjumble.
the word: abot boat

shif fish

4111
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ii) the sentence:

Iamb Mary little a had

iii) the story:

I went to work.
I shaved.
I got out of bed.
I ate. my breakfast.
I got dressed.

Mary had a little lamb

I got out of bed
I shaved
I got dressed.
I ate my breakfast.
r went to work.

d) Making words.

0 How many words cau you make with letters from:.
'electricity' --

ii) words within wor ds: carpet -- car, pet.'

iii) compound words: shop (add) keeper = shopkeeper.

e) Cody rehensiot

i) Find the right word: The (bug, lad) was full of sweets.
ii) Right or wrong "We eat on the roof'

iii) Match questions and answers from two jumbled sets of
both:

What is the first month of the year? Answer: London.
What is the biggest city in England? Answer: January.

Read a story and answer questions about it.

v) Read the answer to a question and make up.the question;
We get wool from sheep. What question has been asked?

vi) Finish a story. )
*vii) Find the word: .

.1 have four legs, you sit on me, (etc.), What am I?

f) Dictionary work:

i) Whitt does mean?

ii) Can you find a word beginning with (initial letter, or
first two/three) which means ?

/7
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H. Spelling

nnspells words for the same reason that he refuses to be
a thief. That is, he must endeavour to behave in a manner consis-

tent with his conception of himself."
Prescott Leeky, quoted by M L. Peters in "Spelling. Caught or

\ Taught?

ft This section leans exclusively on ace. two excellent hooks by M. L.,
Peters. "Spelling Caught or Taught?"'andSuccess in Spelling".

It is a fact 'that many adults who,come to 4"reading". classes can
read reasonably well but feel themselves td be seriously. Nandi- 's P
apped by spelling problems '

Teachers in the field realize, of course, OA the problem fs nor
* :

alWays as simple as this. ..

In ''Success in Spelling Peters lists seven factors essential fabr
spelling attainments:.

a) Practice in writing. ..
hl Certainty of letter forjiiation.
c) Speed of handwriting. r
d) Attention to word form. 4 .

...

e) -Awareness of common letter bequences and mbabilities
of these occuring.

f) Span of apprehension of letter ,sequences: i.e.
06

length.
g) Visual imagery the mind's eye.

3. Peter's has this to say about item4 (a) (h) and (c):

... casual and slow handwriling.... (implies), ...an uncertainty
about letter formation and a time consuming uncertainty about.,
letter sequence as well .as 14mo-formation."

The teaching implications here are to re-emphasize the importance
oLgooLlxeellowing_bandwohrig combined.with certain know-
ledge of letter formation. please re -read section Din this context.

You may need to beruir by making your pupil actually trace over
what you have written if his handwriting and let
is very uncertain.
Speed is a, matter of pr,aaice and should not-really he pushed in
the beginning stages. Emphasis should,be placed on daily practice

4. Concerning items 2(a) and (e) there is a strong link here with the
phonic .wesrk outlined in section G. in particular G..6 and G,8.

You will need to
ve. i

draw your pupils attention explicitly to the
similarities of mtord lists in the books. mentioned in section G.G.
and thus help him build,,up a knowledge of such patterns, Remem-
ber mast of us acquired;these patterns quite unconsciously and),.

incidentally and thus often forget that poor r readers and spellers
do not have.them available, and almost certainly will not learn
them incidentally. ..

18
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Try yourself on these nonsense words, for example:

pca
soy
tmsi
eaber
dgsumz
crecious
aksgmwyo
helemphony

It is immediately obvious that you would be able to spell some of
the "words" on this list without further learning because ,you
recognize them as conforming to English spelling patterns.

However, there are others which might take some time to learn.
Isn't that just the situation your pupil is in?

5. He is 2 (f) and (g) are more controversial and imply specific
tra mg. Item (I) is suggesting that the actual length of the word
is roblem, and that your pulpit will need to move gradually
fro very si II wordy to,larger ones; whilst item (g) is suggesting

our' pil's ability to "see" words in his 'mind's eye" can be
rain .

a) You will need at least Iwo sets of "flash" cards starting with
two letter words and building up to words of nine or ten
letters. How many you will need at each stage will obviously
depend on your pupil, but it is more than likely that as
length increases so more practice at each stage will be
required. It is suggested that each set has at least six words
prepared at each letter number level, which means twelve in
all.

b) Use for item 2 (f) as follows:

i) Show your pupil each card for, say, about ten seconds;
withdraw it and ask hint to write the word.

ii) Find out where his optimum level of attainment is.
iii) Below that level practise gradually cutting down the

exposure timetto two or three seconds.

iv) Above that level you may have to increase the exposure
time to get accuracy, and then cut it down.

v) Now repeat the process with the secod set of cards.
c) Use for item 2 (g) as follows:

i) Show your pupil each card for, say, about ten seconds.

ii) Withdraw the card and ask him to try_ and "see" the
word in his mind. Labour this point heavily: ask hini,
if he can see each letter in sequence, ask him to call them
out to you.

iii) Repeat (ii) but get pupil to say the word very slowly
and ask him to "see" the letters as he hears the sounds.

iv) Ask him to write the word down.

19
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v) .Try the Second set for shorter exposure times, but
remember this is not the first objT of this exercise.

61 Tans ley, in "Reading and Remedial Reading" recommends a
self-teaching exercise with his silelliqg assignments which would
reinforce sections 5 (b) and (c) above. The puptl checks with you
that he can read the words on the assignment, and he then
practises looking at each word, turning the card\ Over, and trying
to spell it from memory. -

t

1: Social Sight Vocabulary

I. Remedial reading teachers often talk about a \social sight
vocabulary" in the context of children whom teachers feel are
pirhaps making no useful progress at' even the bhinnings of
reading butestill need to be saved from possible ariest if they
stray into th6 wrong publik toilet. (Though, with the advent of
pictorial symbols. this arguwent no longer holds the 'validity it

gonce.did!)

, ADDRESS 'GENTLEMEN OPEN AGE GENT. PAY

HERE AVENUE (ay.) HALT PLEASE BANK
HOSPITAL POISON BUS STOP HOT POLICE -- BY

1

REQUEST ICE CREAM POS1 OFF ICE,. CAFE KEEP

N'----.LEFT PRESS CHOCOLATE KEEP OUT PRIVATE
V CLOSED KEEP OFF PROHIBITED COLD LADIES -,

PULL CROSS NOW LAVATORY PUSH DANGER

MEN PUBLIC CONVENIENCE DATE NtILK RING

DOCTOR (DR.) Mr ROAD (RD.) DOWN Mrs. SHUT

ENGAGED N SIGNATURE ENQUIRIES 'NO

ENTRY SILENCE E.NTRANCE ,- NO SMOKING ST411)

EXIT NOTICE STOP FIRE ALARM ON - STREET
(ST.) FIRE ESCAPE OFFICE SURNAME FISH &
CHIPS OFF TEA YOU TOILET UP

VACANT WAY IN WAY OUT WET PAINT WOMEN

YES,

Words such as tlbese should be printed. in capitals. or small letters.
according to recognized public usage. This list is taken frjun Peter
Bell"Basic Teaching for Slow Garners."

2. The danger of ,such a lOt is that it can be misused because of a
simple oveibight the 5.ibic question is not "What do I think this
pupil needs to be taught?" but -How can P relate what I think this
pupil needs to be taught with his problems and what he fee4 his
needs 4o learn?' In the latter case learning becomes a partnership

a factor which we often forget in practice.
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in this case you might like to consider the possibility of
harnessing the "social sight vocabulary" principle to a real lift
need such as form filling When your pupil needs help of this kind

' I would suggest two lines of approach: .

I) Helping Your Pupil Fill In a FOrm

It is mote than likely that there will be too much reading
intiterial for your pupil to learn to r - -. nu in time to
fill it in. Therdf ore. read it t ugh with him, explaining
the parts as you go along. Then go through each section
again and write down the necessary replies and answers on
a spare pieec. of paper for him to copy.onto the form. This
mo need to he done one step at a time so as .to avoid
overloading your pupil with information with its consequent
possible confusion.

s. ii) Helping Your Pupil learn to Read a Form He Will Use
Again.

Read the form carefully yourself and decide what is
essential and what is irrelevant IN TERMS OF THE
SITUATION OF,YOUR PUPIL. Headings, key words, and
other difficult words could be prepared in a sight vocabulary
manner and taught as such: show him the word, tell him the
word, ask him to find it on the form givingreasonable
clues as to its whereabouts. and get him to write it down.

Detailed sections could be taken as a piece, read to and
discussed 'with your pupil and again, words outside his
reading vocabulary'could be treated in the "sight' manner
outlined above. To this should be added only.suc1 phonic
information as is on a par with his progress in phonic work

ie. don't expect hiin to l$now complex phonics like the
"tion" in "application" if in normal phonic work you are
still building up his knowledge of initial letter sounds and
short vowel sounds!

3. Specimen work: "Application to Re-license a Motor Vehicle".. f
These notes cover the tbp section of the form, and items Ito 8,.
purely as a suggested approach to this form.

,..,

Possible "Sight" Words:

Application Relicense Motor Vehicle.
(applied) License
FOUR Licensing
necessary TWELVE months _delete
insurance Registration valid certificate
expiry Effective Test (Certificate)
(expiry) duty payable Particulars
Taxation possession 41.6 BLOCK CAPITALS
Council Authority, County Borough



of
-

Much of the material in the Notes on the reverse of the fog
will not be relevant, but some of it will. Choose a relevant'
section. such as item subheading "APPLICATION TO POST
OFFICE" and begin with a normal read-througli,and discussion
of the section. Rh actual reading work combine a "sight" woAd
with words )out pupil already knows. In this latter connection
it is worthwhile remembering that a do/en. of so words are
ont tonally in use whate%ei the reaaing mat tea (a. the. Nand. ett..)

and ify our pupil is buildIng this bask voLabulapy tioni his normal
reading he may well be able to lead tathet more of the material
than the lot biddnig we of punt and complexit) of hyout nu ht
lead Inn) to,behoe Olniousty if you sucLeed %%deal's work, m
een vet) small seLtions, the boost 1.1 y out pupil's confidence
will be considerable.

o

MM.

Diagnosis

I. Ruth Stung mites

"As the teP.hei 'collects inhumation about the student: he
inkipiets. syntliesi/es, and uses it to help him improve his
leading. ReLogiiiiing the indxidual's present ptmets, he tiles to
adiust the Linikultiiii aikd his wading: pi.kedtites to the
Lompetenoes. needs. and 'littlest, at the 'invent::

I Me Readine Omit:alum)

'Diagnosis doe, not imply hum! testing .that Is soinetliag you
should discuss with y our oigantiei What it implies is a Lonunnal
assessment of %%hat .111I pupil is doing and %%41e1; his weaknesses
need stiepgthening In whet cords. it is piipikentied
Going beyond the skills ot leading whit ) uu ate flying to te.111
time ate other factors in leaning %%11111 ou will need to Ix- await:
of Learning is ite%ei a N11100111 upward piogiession tnen when
probkiiis ate absent ',very one to a gieatei of lesser degie'e learns
in a series of "spurts" and "plateau \" Dining the Litter vet) little
seems to he happening and you may stall to get d4spondent.
Don't plateau \ phases .rye usually piell.11.1101), tt another spurt
SeLondly you need to be sensitive to youi pupils ,, :Dods and
feelings when he needs an es.tra pulb. and wile!) he has liaLf
enough and ytrti need to swittli to some other skill or close a
lost m down carry. Remember. he may have just finished work, of
he on shift work. For this reason your RN! I lung periods shout(' be
flexible.



2. Specific problems.'

a Visual

If. over a period of months, your pupil is reversing letters,
such as 'b' and and woods such as 'was' and 'saw'
viu may feel the need to look into the reasons for this. I
stress the words "several months" because such failings
can be quite common ih initial stages and may right them- .
selves with practice and experience.

However. if they do not you can make up a simple test
along these lines:

Letters: b h td p b
coceu

Here the pupil is simply asked to circle the letter that is the
same as the one on the extreme left.

Words: bat hat pat bat
hull bull hull pull

Ileie the pupil circles the word, that is the same as that
on the extreme left.

If your pupil is having 'a balanced programme a the
activities suggested in this booklet and you get trouble on
these tests over the long periods of time suggested, then see
your orgamter about a visual perception programme. (I
assume. of course. that the pupil's eyesight HAS bectIn
checked!)

3. b) Auditry
Here you need a set of picturesof simple objects whose
initial letter sounds are all different. (Avoid sounds like
"eh". "sh". etc.. at this stage. and stick to single.consonants).

Set them out in front of yuur pupil and:

1) as lm/o name them.
Ii) ask him which picture's name begins with the sound ...

(and make the actual letter sound).

This test could be helpful if your pupil is having trouble
with the initial letter phonic work mentioned in section G.
7. Again. as with the visual side, give it p ?enty of-time. If
there is a problem: get in touch with your organizer. Your
pupil might benefit from specific auditory discrimination
training (Again. i assume hearing HAS been checked!)

4. Concluding note.

Reading. Invokes the senses of sight, sound and iniweinent. and in
reaeing and writing you are involving all 'three If one

sense is poor It can be compensated by the others.

2
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L. Conclusions

I. Teaching "sonieo- lie to read is a long slow process. What your
pupil will need above all else is contideoce iu you, combined
with steady practice and familiarity with reading. He will
need a balanced programme' of reading. writing, spelling and
phonic work based as far as possible on his needs and interests.
Remember that his problem is not simply,sthat of learning a
new skill. He is unfortui4te 'enough to have twin handicaps
standing in his way: he has what we might call the "rubble"
of his previous laming half remewbered bits of knowledge
from a.probably.unhappy schooling; and interwoven with this are
all the social-emotional defence mechanisms that he has developed
over the years in order to live with his problems.

He probably has put such mental effort into compensating .for
his disadvantages, and you may also become aware of the fact

4 that those around hint have developed unhelpful reactions. He
may have experienced rejection on the one hand, and/or possession
and dependency of a most unwholesome kind. You will have to
weigh-up the situation'on its merits and realise that you are NOT
a social worker, However, you are much more than just a reading
teacher: you may become a confidant filr your pupil and thus be
place* in a position of delicate responsibility. Also, and this is a

problem, relatives may unburden THEIR troubles on you. Seek
advice from your organizer who may well feel like getting in

''touch with the social services if there are severe problems, but at
the same time remember the old and verb true motto "Hurry
slowly.':

ir

Using Your Organizer

Remeniber that yourorganizer is there to help you. He or she
may have a large number of tutors working ill your scheme, not
to mention other duties. Don't wait to be contacted: if you need
help, get in touch. In doing so you are not merely helping
yourself and your upil, you are helping your organizer keep in
tomb. And with t e best will in the world, that is not always
easy to do!
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Feedback . .,

../ . .

As Bob Kedney said in his preface. -eve needitour 4:omments and
criticisms. Future editions (if any!) may be of much greater value if

. your the tutoig. tell us what you think should be included, extended,
: made more clear, and so on. Therefore, please let us have your ideas.

Do phase put either your name and address, or your name and your
organization's address.

-.a

a%

)

I

' TO:
ft

I.

Tom MacFarlane
7 Annette Avenue
Newton-le-Willows
Lancs WA 12 9EQ.

or

3

Donald Moyle
Edge Hill College of Education
St. Helens Road'
Ormskirk L39 4QP.

Haveyou found this booklet of general practical help?

,.. - 1111-
No. '

Which sections would you like to see extended?

3:. Which sections would you like to see clarified?
iin wnai way?

4.
-.:

t.

#
Which sections have you found unhelpful. and why?

.i

-. .

5. -Would yi' like to see sections
,
added on factor3 in reading which

have not been covered?

' .

6. Have you any other comments. spggestions. criticisms?

7.\ a) Experience in teaching adults to read:

None: I yr: 2 yrs: -

b) Experience in teaching school children to read,

2 yrs. plus.
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